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“Refining the Common Core” 

EDUO 9699 
3 Semester Credits/Units   Cost: $465 

Instructors: Vary by Location  

 
Syllabus 

Location and Dates 

 

Section A: Santa Rosa 
Location: Robert L. Stevens Elementary, Room 4. 2345 Giffen Ave. Santa Rosa, CA 95407 

Dates: Tuesdays, 4:30-8:30, (October 1 – December 10, 2019 (one week off for Thanksgiving break) with 5 hours 

outside of class. 

Instructor: Sue Jordan  707-828-5288  sieramolly@aol.com 

Registration: Register online no later than 10.8.2019   

 

Section B: Fort Bragg 
Location: Noyo High School, Room F  250 Sanderson Way, Fort Bragg, CA 95487 

Dates: Tuesdays, 4:30-8:30, October 7 – December 16, 2019, (one week off for Thanksgiving break) with 5 hours 

outside of class. 

Instructor: Karen Rakofsky  nerak@mcn.org 

Registration: Register online no later than 10.14.2019   

 

Section C: Ukiah 
Location: Oak Manor School, 400 Oak Manor Drive, Ukiah, CA 95482 

Dates: Tuesdays, 4:30-8:30, October 1 – December 10, 2019 (one week off for Thanksgiving break) with 5 hours 

outside of class. 

Instructor: Verba Krofchik   vrofchick@uusd.net 

Registration: Register online no later than 10.8.2019   

 

       

Course Description 
A class to: discuss  innovative ideas already in use that are that in alignment with the Common Core; modify and 

adjust these practices to refine them so that the   lessons are even more  accessible to all students; to exchange ideas 

with new and veteran teachers and counselors;  to take advantage of having a specific time to monitor, adjust  and 

enhance curriculum.   

 

 

Course Overview 

 
Common core has been here a while and many ore needing time to reevaluate, revamp and refine their curriculum. 

All class meetings take place in a local school over 10weeks, meeting one night a week from 4:30-8:30. There will be 

an additional 5 hours of independent work to be logged and handed in at the end of the course along with the class 

evaluation. 
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Every year teachers have been presented a new curriculum in one subject area or another without a lot of time allowed 

for the study of that curriculum’s new approach.  This class offers the opportunity for teachers to not only investigate 

the new materials, but to reevaluate the new curricula they have had to develop the last few years.  This give a time to 

devise innovative strategies to make the curriculum more exciting and engaging within the framework of the 

Common Core. Time being that one very precious commodity.   Teachers will be given the opportunity to make 

connections and collaborate with the other teachers to share best practices and new ideas to support the creation of 

their already exiting curriculum. 

 

Workshop Objectives 

Participants will increase confidence and skills in: 

1. Identify and research curriculum areas needing further development 

2. Adapt and adjust innovative curriculum options to Common Core requirements 

3. Recreate lesson plans and projects for the classroom that will engage all students, while enriching with new 

curricula. 

4. Demonstrate what is learned and how it will be implemented in the classroom 

 

Course Requirements and Assignments 
 
Attendance and Participation:  

• Curriculum development and creation of ready to use lesson plans 

• Small group and whole class activities 

 

Curriculum Development Project:  

• 5 hours outside of class time 

• Completion of lesson plan(s) and logs 

• Presentation of projects 

o Option 1: Complete 5 hours developing a project that is ready to use in your classroom. Investigate 

resources, gather pertinent information, write lesson plans that involve all students, and include 

appropriate assessments. Turn in the lesson plan. 

o Option 2:  Create two projects that satisfy the above criteria. Each project development must take 2 and 

three hours for you to complete, or 21/2 and 2 ½    Turn in the lesson plans. 

o Curriculum development projects are to be developed outside of school and class hours.  Complete and 

turn in the Log of Hours and a copy of your lesson plan(s).  

 

Weekly Agendas: 

Week 1: Develop goals for the weeks to follow.  Discover makeup of class to determine like needs. Discuss areas of 

concern in existing lessons, Discuss materials needed and the expectations of the class.  Explore the concept of telling 

stories in classroom to inspire and ignite interest. 

Week 2:  Meet in small groups to identified area of focus and share ideas.  Talk about the use of Storytelling in the 

classroom. 

Week 3: Bring professional reading of pros and cons of the Common Core –articles and/ or books to share with   

classmates. Discuss impact on teaching.  Work on personal curriculum.   

Week 4: Work on personal curriculum, then discuss at end of session.  
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Week 5: Work on personal curriculum, then discuss at end of session.  Revisit idea of storytelling and discover and 

successes. Choose a story to tell and talk of response of student s next week. 

Week 6:  Discuss reaction to stories told the past week. Collaborate with others about new ideas to adjust lessons and 

redefine lessons to better reflect the goals of the Common Core.  Work on personal curriculum, then discuss at end of 

session.  

Week 7:  Collaborate in small groups about changes made or reason to continue lessons as they are with teachers of 

similar levels. Work on personal curriculum, then discuss at end of session.  

Week 8: Collaborate in different small groups about changes made or reasons to continue lessons as they are with 

teachers of below or above grade level. Work on personal curriculum, then discuss at end of session 

Week 9:  Discuss as entire class changes which have been made, reasons why and concerns that still exit.  Finish 

projects tackled this semester. 

Week 10:  Share projects developed outside of class with other students.   

 

Course Relation to CCS or other Professional Standards:  

1.1 Using knowledge of students to engage them in learning 

1.3 Connecting subject matter to meaningful, real-life contexts 

1.4 Using a variety of instructional strategies, resources, and technologies to meet students’ diverse learning needs 

2.2 Creating physical or virtual learning environments that promote student learning, reflect diversity, and encourage 

constructive and productive interactions among students 

2.4 Creating a rigorous learning environment with high expectations and appropriate support for all students 

2.7 Using instructional time to optimize learning  As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I.. 

3.2 Applying knowledge of student development and proficiencies to ensure student understanding of subject matter 

3.3 Organizing curriculum to facilitate student understanding of the subject matter 

3.5 Using and adapting resources, technologies, and standards-aligned instructional materials, including adopted 

materials, to make subject matter accessible to all students 

4.1 Using knowledge of students' academic readiness, language proficiency, cultural background, and individual 

development to plan instruction As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…” 

4.2 Establishing and articulating goals for student learning 

4.4 Planning instruction that incorporates appropriate strategies to meet the learning needs of all students 
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Assignment Assessment Rubric:  

 

 
Resources: 
 
Secrets of the Teenage Brain: Research Based Strategies for Teaching and Reaching the Teenager, Sheryl G. 
Feinstein, Skyhorse Publishing, April 9, 2013, ISBN-13    978-1620878774  
The Astonishing Power of Storytelling, Robert J. Garmston 
    CORWEN, a sage Publishing Co., 2019, ISBN978-1-8639-3 
 
BrainWords: How the Science of Reading InformsTeaching ,  J. Richard Gentry and Gene Ouellette,  Stenhouse 
Publishers,  Feb. 2019,  ISB-13 978-1625 312730 
 
Put Your Mother on the Ceiling, Richard de Mille, The Gestalt Journal Press.  1955, ISBN978-0-939266-69-2 
 
Out of Our Minds: The Power of Being Creative, Ken Robinson, Ph.D.   November 2017 Capstone Publishing. ISBN -13 
978-0857087416 
 
 
 
 

   

EXCELLENT 

 

Meets or Exceeds Course Objectives:  

A to A-   

ACCEPTABLE  

 

Majority of Work Meets Course 

Objectives; 

B+ to B- 

NOT ACCEPTABLE 

 
 Needs Considerable Improvement: 

Resubmit Work Suggested: 

C or below 

All required assignments have been 

submitted. 

Several required assignments are 

missing,  

Many required assignments have not 

been submitted 

Assignment objectives are all completed Several assignment objectives are not 

completed 

Many assignment objectives are not 

completed  

Assignment content reflects in-depth, 

professional expression based on workshop 

attendance.  

The majority of assignment content 

reflects in-depth, professional 

expression based on workshop 

attendance.  

Assignment content reflects lack of in-

depth, professional expression based on 

workshop attendance.  

Work submitted was organized and clearly 

articulated.  
Work submitted was organized and 

clearly articulated.  
Work submitted was not organized and 

clearly articulated.  

Assignment content is original Assignment content is original Some assignment content is original 

Work is free of spelling and/or  

grammatical errors. 

Work is free of spelling and/or  

grammatical errors. 
Work has numerous spelling and/or 

grammatical errors. 


